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Abstract—Reducing memory accesses is particularly important for DSP applications since they are widely used in embedded systems and need to be executed with high performance and low power consumption. In this paper, we propose a machine-independent loop memory access optimization technique, REALM (REDundant Load Exploration & Migration), to explore hidden redundant load operations and migrate them outside loops based on loop-carried data dependence analysis. We implement REALM into IMPACT and Triman. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to implement the memory access reduction with loop-carried data reuse in real world compilers. We conduct experiments using a set of benchmarks from DSPlone and MiBench on the cycle-accurate VLIW simulator of Triman. The experimental results show that our technique significantly reduces the number of memory accesses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The widening performance gap between processor and memory requires effective compiler optimization techniques for reducing memory accesses. This is particularly important for DSP (Digital Signal Processing) applications since they are widely used in embedded systems and need to be executed with high performance and low power consumption. On the other hand, loops are the most critical sections and consume most time and power for DSP applications. Therefore, memory access optimization for loops is vital for improving DSP performance. Computationally intensive loop kernels of DSP applications usually have a simple control-flow structure with a single-entry-single-exit and a single loop back edge. In this paper, thus, we develop a data-flow-graph-based loop optimization technique with loop-carried data dependence analysis to explore and eliminate hidden redundant memory accesses for loops of DSP applications.

Various techniques for reducing memory accesses have been investigated in previous work. Two classical compile-time optimizations, redundant load/store elimination and loop-invariant load/store migration [1]–[4], can reduce the amount of memory traffic by expediting the issue of instructions that use the loaded value. Most of the above optimization methods only consider removing existing explicit redundant load/store operations. Our technique can explore and eliminate hidden redundant loads across multiple loop iterations based on loop-carried data dependence analysis.

Over the last decade, memory-related issues have benefited from advances made in the fields of compilers [5]–[15] and high-level synthesis [16]–[24]. In loop optimization, many compiler transformation techniques have been applied to reduce memory accesses, such as loop partitioning [6], [25], array padding [26], partial redundancy elimination [27]–[30], scalar replacement [31] and array contraction [32], [33]. In this paper, we propose a data-flow-graph-based approach in which the code replacement pattern for eliminating the corresponding redundant load can be easily determined. Different from the above work, our data-flow-graph-based approach is more suitable for DSP applications which have loops with a simple control-flow structure.

Our work is closely related to loop unrolling. Loop unrolling [34]–[36] can be used to unfold a loop a few times to expose loop-carried data dependences among memory operations. However, with loop unrolling, how to determine the optimal unrolling factor is not known, and the code size expansion after unrolling is undesirable for embedded systems. Our technique can automatically exploit the loop-carried data dependences of memory operations using a graph, and achieve an optimal solution by removing all possible redundant memory accesses based on the graph. Moreover, our technique outperforms loop unrolling since it introduces little code size expansion.

In this paper, we propose a machine-independent loop memory access optimization technique, REALM (REDundant Load Exploration & Migration), to explore hidden redundant loads and migrate them outside loops. Our basic idea is to explore loop-carried data dependencies among memory operations. In our technique, hidden redundant loads are found and replaced with registers, and by using registers in such a way that we do not need prior memory accesses which are unchanged or unnecessary to be fetched again from memory over multiple loop iterations. In REALM, we first build up a data-flow graph to describe the inter-iteration data dependencies among memory operations. Then we perform code transformation by exploiting these dependencies with registers to hold the values of redundant loads and migrating these loads outside loops.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

- We study and address the memory access optimization problem for DSP applications which is vital both for improving performance and reducing memory power.
Different from the previous work, our technique can optimize both array-based and pointer-based code, which is very important as pointer arithmetic is widely used in DSP applications.

- We propose a data flow graph model to analyze loop-carried data dependencies among memory operations, and develop a technique called REALM (REdundant Load Exploration & Migration) for reducing memory accesses within the loop nests of programs. This approach is suitable for DSP applications which typically consist of simple loop structures.

- We propose a practical algorithm called RPMS\_CP\_REALM (register-pressure-aware modulo scheduling with critical-path-based REALM) to minimize register pressure and improve performance by combining REALM with modulo scheduling [37] that is widely used in DSP applications as a back-end software pipelining technique.

We implemented our techniques into IMPACT [2] and Trimaran [38]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to implement the memory access reduction with loop-carried data reuse in real world compilers. This function is not implemented in various open-source compilers such as IMPACT [2], Trimaran [38], GCC, Open64, SUIF [39], and the TI DSP compiler (Code Composer Studio V3.3). In particular, REALM is implemented in IMPACT [2], and RPMS\_CP\_REALM, which combines REALM with modulo scheduling, is implemented in Trimaran [38] as modulo scheduling is part of the Trimaran suite.

We conducted experiments using a set of benchmarks from DSPstone [40] and MiBench [41] on the cycle-accurate VLIW simulator of Trimaran [38]. The experimental results show that our REALM technique achieves significant memory access reduction and performance improvement with little code size expansion compared with classical optimizations [1]-[4].

- For DSPstone [40], with the configuration of 32 registers, our REALM technique contributes to 22.52% reduction in the number of memory accesses, 12.61% improvement on ILP (instruction level parallelism) and a speedup of 1.13 on overall time performance with 1.43% increase in code size on average. For MiBench [41], with the same configuration, our REALM technique achieves an average of 8.3% reduction in the number of memory accesses, 4.43% improvement on ILP (instruction level parallelism) and a speedup of 1.06 on overall time performance with 0.77% increase in code size.

- RPMS\_CP\_REALM, our practical algorithm that combines REALM and modulo scheduling considering register pressure, can improve performance compared with the REALM technique. For DSPstone [40], with the configurations of 16, 32 and 64 registers, our RPMS\_CP\_REALM technique contributes to 2%, 4% and 6% improvement on average performance, respectively. For MiBench [41], with the configurations of 16, 32 and 64 registers, our RPMS\_CP\_REALM technique leads to 2%, 3% and 4% improvement on average performance, respectively. Based on the experimental results, we conclude that our RPMS\_CP\_REALM technique is the best with limited register resources.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The background is introduced in Section II. Motivational examples are shown in Section III. The REALM technique is presented in Section IV. The RPMS\_CP\_REALM technique is proposed in Section V. The experimental results and analysis are provided in Section VI. The conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

DSP applications are generally characterized as computationally intensive with a large data set, loop-dominant control flow behavior, and accumulation-based operations [42]. Inside loop kernels of DSP applications, the control-flow structure is simple, and repetitive memory accesses to array elements have great impact on overall performance. Among all of the DSP benchmarks from DSPstone [40], almost every loop is in the form of a simple for-loop with a single-entry-single-exit and a single loop back edge. Except loop-back branches, there are no other conditional or unconditional branches inside these loops. Moreover, array-based and pointer-based computations are widely used in the loop kernel, and the array indexes in each loop are affine expressions of the loop index that is incremented unconditionally.

In loop kernels of DSP applications, one important characteristic is that the same memory location is repeatedly accessed by different memory operations across multiple loop iterations. By analyzing the inter-iteration relations among these memory operations, we can detect hidden redundant load operations in the innermost loop, and replace them by register operations as shown in Section III.

III. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES

In order to show how our approach works, we present an example in this section. We use the IMPACT compiler [2] to generate intermediate code for this example and test it on the cycle-accurate VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) simulator of Trimaran [38]. The C source code of the example is shown in Figure 1(a).

The intermediate code generated by the IMPACT compiler [2] with classical optimizations is presented in Figure 1(b). The code is in the form of C code which is a low-level machine-independent intermediate representation. Note that the “op” numbers represent the identifiers of operations, and they are not in sequence due to different optimization stages of the compiler. As shown in Figure 1(b), two different integer arrays A and C are stored in the memory with consecutive locations. The base pointer for array references in the loop is initialized using the address of C[2] and assigned to register r37 at the end of basic block 1 (Instruction: op59 add r37, mac SLV, -792). In the loop segment, the second array reference for C[i-1] in statement S2 in Figure 1(a) has been removed by performing classical optimizations. However, hidden redundant loads still exist in the intermediate code by analyzing inter-iteration data dependencies among memory operations. For example, as shown in Figure 1(b), op30 (Instruction: op30 ldd r20, r37, 392; load A[i-2]) is redundant since it always loads data
from the memory location in which op26 (Instruction: op26 st[i, r37, 400, r14; store A[i]) writes to before two iterations in the loop. All in all, there are 5 memory operations and 300 dynamic memory accesses in this example as the loop will be executed 60 times.

Motivated by this, we have developed the loop optimization technique, REALM, that further detects and eliminates redundant load operations across iterations. As shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), we first build up a data-flow graph to describe the inter-iteration dependencies among memory operations for each array. For example, in the data-flow graph of array A as shown in Figure 2(a), the edge between the store op26 and the load op30 with two delays denotes that op30 always loads data from the memory location which was written by op26 two iterations ago. Thus, this redundant load op30 can be eliminated by exploiting register r14 which holds the value loaded from the memory location by op26 across two iterations. The data-flow graph is constructed using address-related operands of load/store operations. We reduce the graph in order to keep the correctness of computation and determine a definite code replacement pattern to eliminate the detected redundant load as shown in Figure 2(b).

Based on the constructed data-flow graph in Figure 2(b), our technique explores hidden redundant load operations and performs code transformation to eliminate them. The resultant code is presented in Figure 2(c). As shown in Figure 2(c), after our optimization, the redundant load operations are converted to register operations which are placed at the end of the loop body before the loop-back branch. With our technique, several iterations of the eliminated load operations are promoted into the prologue in order to provide the initial values of the registers used to replace the load in the loop. As shown in Figure 2,
by promoting load operations into the prologue, it provides more opportunities for compilers to do further optimizations for the basic block that contains the prologue. However, the operations promoted into the prologue will increase the code size and cause the performance overhead. To avoid big code size expansion, in our implementation, we restrict the maximum number of register operations and promoted load operations for reducing hidden redundant memory accesses. For this example, all of the three hidden redundant load operations, op18, op22, and op30 are completely removed by our technique. As the loop body runs for 60 times for this example, 180 dynamic memory accesses are eliminated. It shows that our approach can effectively reduce the number of memory accesses.

Next, we compare our technique against loop unrolling, which is widely used to optimize the loop performance at the expense of code size. The source and intermediate code generated by unrolling the original loop of Figure 3(a) with factor of 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 3(b) and (c), respectively. In the unrolled loop, loop-carried data dependencies are changed to intra-iteration data dependencies, and as a result, a few load operations are removed by the classical optimization techniques. However, as shown in Figure 3, the load operations cannot be fully removed with the unrolling factors of 1 and 2, and the best unrolling factor is hard to be decided. For example, there are 6 loads and 6 stores in Figure 3(c) with the unrolling factor of 2, and there are 240 dynamic memory accesses as the unrolled loop will be executed 20 times. In other words, it only reduces the total dynamic memory accesses of the example by 60 which shows that our technique outperforms loop unrolling. This example also shows that our technique results in a much smaller code size expansion compared with that of loop unrolling.

Besides the significant memory accesses reduction in this example, our technique reduces the schedule length of the loop body as well. The schedule of the original loop in Figure 1(b) and that of the transformed loop in Figure 2(c) are shown in Table 1(a) and Table 1(b), respectively. The schedules are generated on the Trimaran [38] simulator, a VLIW based simulator that has multiple function units and can process several instructions simultaneously. The configurations of the simulator are as follows: 2 integer ALUs, 2 memory units and 1 branch unit (the detailed configurations are presented in Section VI). The reason of the reduction in schedule length is that data dependencies in the loop body are changed due to the elimination of redundant loads which are formerly on the critical path, and the register operations used to replace hidden redundant loads can be put into the empty slots with multiple function units of the VLIW architecture. From this example, we can see that our technique can effectively reduce
memory accesses and schedule length. Next, we will present our proposed technique.

IV. THE REDUNDANT LOAD EXPLORATION & MIGRATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we first propose the REALM (REdundAnt Load Exploration & Migration) algorithm in Section IV-A, and discuss its two key functions in Section IV-B and Section IV-C, respectively. Then we perform complexity analysis in Section IV-D.

A. The REALM Algorithm

Algorithm IV.1 Algorithm REALM.

Require: Intermediate code after applying all classical optimizations

Ensure: Intermediate code with hidden redundant loads across different iterations eliminated.

1: Identify different arrays in the loop. For each array, put all of the load/store operations into the node set \( V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_N\} \) with their original order in the intermediate code, where \( N \) is the total number;

2: for each node set \( V \) do

3: Call function Graph_Construction(V) to build up the data-flow graph \( G = (V, E, d) \) of node set \( V \) in order to determine the inter-iteration dependencies among memory operations (discussed in Section IV-B).

4: Call function Code_Transformation(G) to eliminate hidden redundant loads of set \( V \) based on the data-flow graph \( G \) (discussed in Section IV-C).

5: end for

The REALM algorithm is designed to reduce hidden redundant memory accesses in loops of DSP applications. Our basic idea is to explore loop-carried data dependencies to replace hidden redundant loads with register operations. The registers are used in such a way that we do not need prior memory accesses which are unchanged or unnecessary to be fetched again over multiple loop iterations. The REALM algorithm is shown in Algorithm IV.1.

The input of our algorithm is the intermediate code after classical optimizations. In this paper, we select LoCde, the low-level intermediate code of IMPACT compiler [2], as the input. We choose IMPACT because it is an open-source compiler infrastructure with full support from the open-source community. Note that our technique is general enough and can be applied in different compilers.

The REALM algorithm consists of two steps. The first step is to obtain the memory operation sets for different arrays, and the second step is to perform optimizations on each set.

In step one, we first identify different arrays. In the following, we introduce our implementation. In IMPACT, the explicit information of array references is maintained in the high-level intermediate code. LoCde. The LoCde of statements S1 and S2 of the motivational example in Figure 1(a) is shown as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
S1: & \quad (assign \ (var \ P.p.A)) \ (assign \ (var \ P.j)) \ (add \ (var \ P.q.C) \ sub \ (var \ P.j) \ (2)) \ ((var \ P.q.C)) \ (sub \ (var \ P.j) \ (1)) \\
S2: & \quad (assign \ (var \ P.q.C)) \ (assign \ (var \ P.j)) \ (add \ (var \ P.p.A) \ sub \ (var \ P.j) \ (2)) \ ((var \ P.q.C)) \ (sub \ (var \ P.j) \ (1))
\end{align*}
\]

In this code, arrays A and C are represented using pointer references “var P.p.A” and “var P.q.C”, respectively. In our technique, we keep such information as the annotation of the operation data structure during the stage of intermediate code generation. For pointer-based code which is widely used in DSP applications, we adopt the alias analysis techniques to identify which array is pointed by which pointer, and pass the information to LoCde. Alias analysis is the preliminary step in our work based on point-to analysis algorithms [43]. We obtain the alias information to identify array accesses via pointers, and fed them into the annotations. Thus, we can identify memory operations of the same array by comparing the annotations of them. Based on this information, we put all memory operations of the same array into a node set \( V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_N\} \) with their original order in the intermediate code. Two memory operation sets \( V_A \) and \( V_C \) for arrays \( A \) and \( C \) of the motivational example in Figure 1 are shown as follows:


In step two, we perform optimizations on each memory operation set. We first call function Graph_Construction() to build up the data-flow graph of the node set that describes the inter-iteration dependencies among memory operations. Then, function Code_Transformation() is used to perform code transformation on the intermediate code based on the data-flow graph. The details of these two key functions are shown in Section IV-B and Section IV-C below.

B. Function Graph_Construction()

Graph_Construction() is used to build a data-flow graph for each memory operation set with loop-carried data dependence.
Algorithm IV.2 Function Graph Construction().

Require: A memory operation set \( V = \{V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_N\} \).
Ensure: A data-flow graph \( G = (V, E, d) \).

// Get the node set of \( G \):
1: Let the memory operation set \( V \) be the node set of \( G \).
2: for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) do
3: \quad for \( j = 1 \) to \( N \) do
4: \quad \quad \text{// Calculate the weight for each node pair \( (v_i, v_j) \):}
5: \quad \quad \quad \text{Calculate the weight for the node pair \( (v_i, v_j) \) as \( d(v_i \rightarrow v_j) = \text{distance} / \text{step} \), in which \text{step} is the value of base pointer for array references changing in every iteration and \text{distance} = \text{address operand value of} v_i - \text{address operand value of} v_j.}
6: \quad \quad \quad \text{if} \ d(v_i \rightarrow v_j) > 0 \ \&\& \ v_j \text{ is a load node then}
7: \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{Add an edge} v_i \rightarrow v_j \text{, with the number of delays} d(v_i \rightarrow v_j) \text{, into the edge set} E.
8: \quad \quad \text{end if}
9: \quad \text{end for}
10: \text{end for}

// Step 2: Data-flow graph Reduction:
11: Reduce the data-flow graph \( G \) obtained from Step 1 (Data-flow graph Construction) by calling function Graph Reduction(G).

The analysis of our basic idea is that inter-iteration dependencies among memory operations remain invariant if two memory operations access the same memory location during different iterations. Such relation can be exploited to eliminate the unnecessary memory accesses. And, register values which have been loaded from memory or newly generated to be stored can be reused in the next iterations without loading them from memory again. Therefore, we construct the data-flow graph for each memory operation set to describe the inter-iteration dependencies among load/store operations using Graph Construction() as shown in Algorithm IV.2.

The input of Graph Construction() is the memory operation set of an array, and the output is a weighted data-flow graph \( G \). Data-flow graph \( G = (V, E, d) \) is an edge-weighted directed graph, where \( V = \{V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_N\} \) is the node set including all memory operations of the same array. \( E \) is the edge set, and \( d(e) \) is a function to represent the number of delays for any edge \( e \in E \). Edges with delays represent inter-iteration data dependency while edges without delays represent intra-iteration data dependency. In this paper, the inter-iteration dependency between two memory operations denotes that the source node and the destination node operate on the same memory location among different iterations. The number of delays represents the number of iterations involved.

In Graph Construction(), we first get the node set of data-flow graph \( G \) using the input memory operation set. Then, two steps, data-flow graph construction and data-flow graph reduction, are performed to build up the data-flow graph as shown below.

1) Data-Flow Graph Construction: We first calculate the weight for each node pair \((v_i, v_j)\) in the first step of data-flow graph construction. It involves two parts of computation:

- The first part is the memory access distance calculation between two nodes \( v_i \) and \( v_j \). In the intermediate code, memory operations consist of two operands: one is for memory address calculation and the other is to specify the register that the operation will use to load or store data. We obtain the memory access distance between two nodes by comparing the differences of their address-related operands. For example, the distance between op22 and op18 equals to 4 as shown in Figure 4(a).
- The second part is to acquire the step value of the base pointer for array references changes in every iteration. We obtain this value directly from the operands of the corresponding base pointer calculation operations for each array in the loop. For example, as shown in Figure 4(a), the step value equals to the third operand of operation op60 in which the base pointer r37 changes.

After finishing all of the required computations, we calculate the number of delays for each node pair using the memory distance between two nodes to divide the step value of that array \((\text{distance} / \text{step})\). Thus, we can determine across how many iterations the source node and the destination node will operate on the same memory location.

After the weight calculation, we add an edge \( v_i \rightarrow v_j \), with the number of delays \( d(v_i \rightarrow v_j) \) into the edge set \( E \) when the weight between them is greater than zero. The positive value denotes that node \( v_i \) operates on the memory location where node \( v_j \) has operated on several iterations before. Thus, node \( v_j \) can be replaced by exploiting the register value of node \( v_i \) which is loaded from memory or stored in several iterations before.

Note that we focus on eliminating redundant loads by exploiting reusable register values across different iterations. So we only add one edge into the edge set when the destination node is a load node and the source node is either a store node or a load node. Therefore, the data-flow graph has the following properties:

- The store nodes can only have outgoing edges;
- There are no edges between two store nodes.

An example of data-flow graph construction is shown in Figure 4. For the memory operation set \( V_C \) of array \( C \), after calculating the number of delays for each edge in Figure 4(b), we build up the data-flow graph shown in Figure 4(c). For example, the edge (op22 \( \rightarrow \) op18) with one delay denotes that op18 always loads data from the same memory location as op22 writes to in the previous iteration. Thus, op18 can be replaced with the register that holds the value of op22 one iteration before.

2) Data-Flow Graph Reduction: After the graph is built in the first step of Graph Construction(), in order to determine definite code replacement patterns to eliminate redundancy, we call function Graph Reduction() to delete redundant edges for all loads with more than one incoming edges. Graph Reduction() is shown in Algorithm IV.3.

In Graph Reduction(), for each load, we keep the edge from the closest preceding memory operation, which has the latest produced values. We use two rules as shown below.

**Rule 1:**
- For each node, if it is a load node and has more than one incoming edges, keep the incoming edges with the minimum delays and delete all other incoming edges.

**Rule 2:**
Algorithm IV.3. Function Graph Reduction().

Require: Data-flow graph $G = (V, E, d)$.
Ensure: The reduced data-flow graph $G = (V, E, d)$.
1. for $i = 1$ to $N$ do
2. \hspace{1em} if $(v_i$ is load) \&\& $(v_i$ has more than one incoming edges) then
3. \hspace{2em} Keep the incoming edges with the minimum delays and delete all other incoming edges for $v_i$;
4. \hspace{2em} if ($v_i$ still has more than one incoming edges) then
5. \hspace{3em} for each incoming edge of $v_i$ do
6. \hspace{4em} if (the source node is store) then
7. \hspace{5em} Keep this edge and delete all other edges; Break;
8. \hspace{3em} end if
9. \hspace{2em} end for
10. \hspace{2em} end if
11. \hspace{1em} end if
12. end for

- After applying rule 1, if a load node still has more than one incoming edges, check the types of the source nodes of all incoming edges. If the source node of one edge is a store node, keep this edge and delete all other edges.

The reason for choosing Rule 1 is that we can use the least registers to replace redundant loads by keeping the edges with the minimum delays. Rule 2 needs to be applied because a store node updates the data of the specific memory location so we should use its register value to replace the redundant load. An example of how to reduce the data-flow graph is shown in Figure 4(c). According to rule 1, the edge (op38 → op18) is deleted as it has more delays than the edge (op22 → op18) for load op18.

After applying the above rules, we have the following properties for the reduced data-flow graph. The properties and their proofs are shown as follows.

Property IV.1. For each load node in the reduced data-flow graph, there is only one incoming edge.

Proof: After we reduce the data-flow graph according to Rule 1, only the incoming edges with the same weight remain. Among these edges, there are only two types of edges, each with either load or store as its source node. In other words, if there is more than one load (or store), these loads (or stores) must load (or store) data from (to) the same memory location. Therefore, these explicit redundant loads (stores) should have been eliminated by classical optimizations [1–4]. If they have not been, the classical redundant-memory-reduction optimization techniques will be applied to remove them. Then by applying Rule 2, only the incoming edge with store as its source node will be kept. So the property is proved.

Property IV.2. There is no cycle in the reduced data-flow graph.

Proof: Suppose there is a cycle in the reduced data-flow graph, and $v_i$ and $v_j$ are two different nodes in this cycle. As there is a path from $v_i$ to $v_j$, $v_i$ will operate on the same memory location several iterations earlier than $v_j$. Thus, when we calculate the weight for the node pair $(v_i, v_j)$, we can have the following result: $d(v_i \rightarrow v_j) > 0$. However, as there is also a path from $v_j$ to $v_i$, the weight result for the node pair will become $d(v_i \rightarrow v_j) < 0$. Contradiction.

C. Function Code Transformation()

Based on the data-flow graph constructed in Section IV-B, function Code_Transformation() is used to perform code transformation on the original intermediate code as shown in Algorithm IV.4.

In Code_Transformation(), we traverse the data-flow graph and eliminate redundant loads by replacing them with register operations. We use a bottom-up method to perform code replacement for each redundant load node and a node is only processed after all of its child nodes have been eliminated by our technique.

Our basic idea of code replacement is to replace redundant loads with register operations. Each redundant load is removed from the loop through two steps. First, we use register operations to replace a load and put them at the end of the loop before the loop-back branch. New registers are used to be operands of these register operations which shift the register value from the source node to the destination node across multiple loop iterations. Second, we put several iterations of the redundant load into the prologue. The purpose of promoting load into the prologue is to initialize the register.
Algorithm IV.4 Function Code_Transformation).

Require: Intermediate code after performing classical optimizations, the memory operation set \( V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_N\} \) and the reduced data-flow graph \( G = (V, E, d) \).

Ensure: Intermediate code with hidden redundant load operations eliminated.

1: for each node \( v_i \in V \) (i=1 to N) do
2: Associate a boolean variable, \( \text{Mark}(v_i) \), and set \( \text{Mark}(v_i) \leftarrow \text{False} \);
3: Associate an integer variable \( \text{Dep}(v_i) \), and set \( \text{Dep}(v_i) \leftarrow \text{The number of children of } v_i \);
4: if \( ((v_i \text{ is load}) \&\& (v_i \text{ has one incoming edge})) \) then
5: set \( \text{Mark}(v_i) \leftarrow \text{True} \);
6: end if
7: end for
8: while there exists a node \( v \in V \) whose \( (\text{Dep}(v) = 0) \&\& \text{Mark}(v) = \text{True} \) do
9: Let \( u \) be the parent node of \( v \) for edge \( u \rightarrow v \) with \( m \) delays, \( u \) uses \( r_u \) to load/store data from memory and \( v \) uses \( r_v \) to load data. Generate code with the following two steps:
10: Step 1: In the loop body, replace redundant load \( v \) with \( m \) register move operations and put them at the end of the loop body after the loop-back branch.
   - When \( m = 1 \), convert load \( v \) to move \( r_u \rightarrow r_v \);
   - When \( m > 1 \), convert load \( v \) to \( m \) register operations with the following order: move \( r_1 \rightarrow r_v \), move \( r_2 \rightarrow r_1 \), ..., move \( r_m \rightarrow r_{m-1} \) in which \( r_1, r_2, ..., r_{m-1} \) are newly generated registers.
11: Step 2: Promote the first \( m \) iterations of \( v \) into prologue which is at the end of the previous block of the loop with the following order: 1st iteration of \( v \rightarrow r_v \), 2nd iteration of \( v \rightarrow r_1 \), ..., \( m \)th iteration of \( v \rightarrow r_{m-1} \);
12: Set \( \text{Mark}(v) \leftarrow \text{False} \) and calculate \( \text{Dep}(u) \leftarrow \text{Dep}(u) - 1 \) for \( v \)'s parent \( u \).
13: end while

values that will be used in the loop. In the intermediate code, the prologue is put to the end of the previous basic block of the loop. For each redundant load, both the number of iterations to be promoted into prologue and the number of move operations to be generated in the new loop body are determined by the number of delays of its incoming edge.

D. Complexity Analysis

In the REALM technique, let \( M \) be the number of arrays and \( N \) be the number of load/store operations for each array in the loop. In the first step of the REALM algorithm, it takes at most \( O(MN) \) to obtain the node sets. In function \( \text{GraphConstruction}() \), for the node set of an array, it takes at most \( O(N^2) \) to construct the data flow graph among \( N \) nodes, and it takes at most \( O(N^2) \) to traverse the graph and delete the redundant edges. In function \( \text{Code_Transformation}() \), we can find the number of children for \( N \) nodes in \( O(N^2) \), and it takes at most \( O(N) \) to finish code replacement. Totally, for \( M \) arrays, the REALM technique can be finished in \( O(MN^2) \).

V. A PRACTICAL REGISTER-PRESSURE-AWARE REALM Technique

In practice, the REALM technique requires a large number of registers that may degrade the performance. Modulo scheduling [37], a back-end software pipelining technique that is widely used in DSP applications, also increases register pressure. In this section, we combine software pipelining with the REALM technique, and propose a practical algorithm called \( \text{RPMS_CP-REALM} \) (register-pressure-aware modulo scheduling algorithm with critical-path-based REALM) to minimize register pressure and improve performance.

Software pipelining technique has been proposed for exploiting the instruction level parallelism of loops by overlapping the execution of successive iterations. It imposes high register requirements as the lifetime of loop variables may cross the boundary of iterations. Gao et al. [44] proposed a software pipelining technique to improve performance while minimizing register requirements. Llusa et al. [45] presented a heuristic approach for resource-constrained software pipelining with reduced register pressure. The scheduling part of \( \text{RPMS_CP-REALM} \) technique is based on the heuristic approach in [45]. In the following, we first introduce the background of modulo scheduling. Then we present the \( \text{RPMS_CP-REALM} \) technique.

A. Background of Modulo Scheduling

The objective of modulo scheduling [37] is to compute a schedule for one iteration of the loop such that when this same schedule is repeated at regular intervals, no intra- or inter-iteration dependence is violated, and no resource usage conflict arises between operations of either the same or distinct iterations. This constant interval between the start of successive iterations is termed the initiation interval \( (\text{II}) \).

The minimum initiation interval \( \text{MII} \) is a lower bound on the smallest possible value of \( \text{II} \) for which a modulo schedule exists. The \( \text{MII} \) must be equal to or greater than both the resource-constrained MII (ResMII) and the recurrence-constrained MII (RecMII). The candidate \( \text{II} \) is initially set to the \( \text{MII} \) and increased until a legal modulo schedule is found. The modulo scheduling algorithm iteratively finds a legal schedule before giving up the current \( \text{II} \). To determine an order for the nodes to be scheduled, a height-based priority function is used to define a topological sort of the nodes, which takes into account both intra- and inter-iteration data dependencies. The priority for each node is calculated using the longest path from the node to the leaf node of the data dependence graph. With this function, a node will have a higher priority than its successors.

B. \( \text{RPMS_CP-REALM} \) Algorithm

The \( \text{RPMS_CP-REALM} \) algorithm is shown in Algorithm V.1. In the input, TC is the given upper bound of schedule length, and BudgetRatio denotes how many schedule attempts we will try to get a legal schedule before giving up the current \( \text{II} \).

The first step is to perform the critical-path-based REALM technique for eliminating hidden redundant load operations along the critical path with the minimum cost. Our basic idea is to reduce memory accesses along the critical path while minimizing the number of registers used to eliminate them. In our technique, each redundant load along the critical path is associated with a cost, which is calculated using the number
Algorithm VI. Algorithm RPMS_CP_REALM.

Require: Data Dependence Graph DDG=(V, G, E, G, d, G) of the input loop, the timing constraint TC, BudgetRatio.
Ensure: The modulo schedule with reduced register pressure.

// A practical critical-path-based REALM technique:
1: Find CP, a critical path of the DDG.
2: Perform REALM to detect hidden redundant load operations of the DDG.
3: while there exists hidden redundant load operations along CP do
4: Calculate the cost of each redundant load along CP.
5: Use REALM to replace the redundant load operation with the minimum cost.
6: DDG = The changed Data Dependence Graph.
7: CP = Find the critical path of DDG.
8: end while
9: // register-pressure-aware modulo scheduling:
10: Initialize the value of II to the Minimum Initialization Interval II := MII().
11: while II < TC do
12: Budget = BudgetRatio * NumberofOperations;
13: Compute priorities for each node in DDG and put them into the list.
14: while (the list of unscheduled operations is not empty) & (Budget > 0) do
15: Pick up the node with highest priority and find valid time slot for it;
16: Budget = Budget - 1;
17: II := II + 1;
18: end while

of registers required to replace it. The redundant load with the minimum cost denotes that this load requires the least number of registers to be replaced with. When the critical path contains no redundant load operations, this step finishes and the generated data dependence graph becomes the input of modulo scheduling.

The second step is to perform the register-pressure-aware modulo scheduling algorithm to minimize register lifetime. In the scheduling algorithm, we order the node list and schedule nodes using as early/late as possible schemes depending on their previously scheduled predecessors/successors in the partial schedule. The register lifetime is thus reduced compared with the conventional top-down scheduling approach [37]. Different from the technique in [37], we first put all nodes along the critical path of DDG into the node list with their height-based priority, and then we put other nodes into the list with their height-based order. When an operation is to be scheduled, it is scheduled using different schemes depending on its predecessors and successors in the partial schedule. If an operation has only predecessors in the partial schedule, then it is scheduled as early as possible (ASAP). If an operation has only successors, then it is scheduled as late as possible (ALAP). For other cases, we employ the same schedule schemes as in [45]. As the critical-path-based REALM will take at most O(N) to finish assuming that there are N load operations, the complexity of algorithm RPMS_CP_REALM is bounded by modulo scheduling [37].

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our technique into the IMPACT compiler [2] and conducted experiments using a set of benchmarks from DSPstone [40] and MiBench [41] on the cycle-accurate VLIW simulator of Trimaran [38]. In this section, we first discuss our implementation and simulation environment in section VI-A, and then introduce our benchmark programs in section VI-B. The experimental results and discussion are presented in section VI-C.

A. The Implementation and Simulation Platform

Our experimental platform is shown in Figure 5. The backend of the IMPACT infrastructure has a machine-independent optimization component called Lopti [46] which performs classical optimizations. Our optimization technique is applied on Lcode, a low-level machine-independent intermediate code. We have implemented the REALM algorithm into IMPACT for code generation. Major modifications are performed to integrate our technique into the loop optimization module of IMPACT,

![Fig. 5. The implementation and simulation framework.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional Units</td>
<td>2 integer ALU, 2 floating point ALU, 2 load-store units, 1 branch unit, 5 issue slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Latency</td>
<td>1 cycle for integer ALU, 1 cycle for floating point ALU, 2 cycles for load in cache, 1 cycle for store, 1 cycle for branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register file</td>
<td>32 integer registers, 32 floating point registers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

THE CONFIGURATIONS OF TRIMARAN.

To compare our technique with classical optimizations [1]-[4], we use the Trimaran [38] infrastructure as our test platform. The configurations for the Trimaran simulator are shown in Table II. The memory system consists of a 32K 4-way associative instruction cache and a 32 K 4-way associative data cache, both with 64 byte block size. In the system, there are 32 integer registers and 32 floating point registers.

B. Benchmark Programs

To evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm, we choose a suite of 21 benchmarks which are the only ones with loops and hidden redundant load operations from DSPstone [40] and MiBench [41]. We test both the fixed-point and the floating-point versions of benchmarks from DSPstone [40], Two benchmarks, fft_stage_scaled and fft_input_scaled only
have the fixed-point version.) The details of benchmarks are shown in Table III.

For each benchmark, we first generate code using the IMPACT compiler, and test the code on the simulator of Trimaran. The percentages of the number of dynamic load operations over the total number of dynamic operations for benchmarks from DSPstone and MiBench are shown in Figures 6 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be observed that, a large fraction of the dynamic operations, on average, 17.79% and 13.86% are dynamic load operations for DSPstone and MiBench, respectively. This shows that further memory access optimizations are necessary for improving performance.

C. Results and Discussions

In this section, we first present the results obtained by our REALM technique, and compare them with the baseline scheme of the IMPACT compiler [2] in section VI-C1. Then we compare our RPMS_CP_REALM with REALM in terms of average performance improvement with various register resources in section VI-C2.

1) REALM vs. Baseline: In this section, we compare our REALM approach with the baseline scheme of IMPACT. In the experiments, we set up the maximum number of delays adopted to determine the code replacement pattern as 4 to avoid big code expansion. With this constraint, for one redundant load operation, our technique will use at most four registers to replace it. In the following, we present and analyze the results in terms of memory access reduction, ILP improvement, overall performance improvement and code size expansion.

Memory Access Reduction. The percentages of memory access reduction for benchmarks from DSP stone and MiBench are shown in Figures 7 (a) and (c), respectively. In Figure 7 (a), the results for fixed-point and floating-point benchmarks from DSPstone [40] are presented in bars with different colors, and the right-most bar ”AVG.” is the average result. Our REALM algorithm reduces memory accesses by exploring hidden redundant loads with loop-carried data dependence analysis and eliminating them with register operations. Moreover, more redundant load operations in the prologue can be further eliminated by performing classical optimizations with the output of our algorithm. The experimental results show that our algorithm significantly reduces the number of memory accesses. Compared with classical optimizations, our algorithm achieves 22.52% and 8.3% reduction for the benchmarks from DSPstone and MiBench, respectively.

ILP Improvement. Our technique improves ILP for each benchmark. In our experiments, ILP refers to the average number of issued operations per cycle. As shown in Figures 7(b) and (d), on average, the results show that our technique achieves 12.61% and 4.43% improvement for the benchmarks from DSP stone and MiBench, respectively. The reason below is that our technique replaces redundant load operations with register operations. As a result, the data dependence graph is changed and these operations can be put into the available
empty slots of the multiple functional units on the VLIW architecture. Thus, the number of executed operations per cycle is increased.

Overall Performance Improvement. The overall performance improvement for benchmarks from DSPstone and MiBench are shown in Figures 8 (a) and (c), respectively. The speedup numbers are normalized based on the result of the original code generated by IMPACT. On average, the results show that our algorithm achieves a speedup of 1.13 and 1.06 for benchmarks of DSPstone and MiBench, respectively.

From the results of the benchmarks in DSPstone, we can observe that our technique leads to 13% performance improvement. The percentage of dynamic memory operations over total operations is 17.79% (shown in section VI-B), and our technique can reduce 22.52% of dynamic memory operations. Thus, we can get the percentage of reduction in dynamic memory operations over total operations using the product of the above two values, which is 4%. In the following, we present the reasons for this 13% performance improvement caused by only 4% reduction in memory operations. First, our technique eliminates load operations within loops that are the most time consuming part of DSP applications. Second, load operations are usually on the critical path of the execution for loop kernels of DSP applications. After performing our algorithm, the redundant load operations across different iterations are replaced by register operations with less execution time. Thus, the data dependencies in the loop are changed accordingly. As fewer redundant load operations remain in the loop, more operations which depend on them previously can be scheduled earlier in the new loop. This leads to the reduction of the schedule length of the loop.

The results also show that the performance gain for benchmarks in MiBench (6%) is smaller than that of DSPstone. The reason is that we eliminate about 1% of dynamic operations which is relatively small compared with the big code size of benchmarks in MiBench.

Code Size Expansion. The percentages of code size expansion for DSPstone and MiBench are shown in Figures 8 (b) and (d), respectively. On average, the results show that our technique leads to 1.43% and 0.77% expansion for the code size of benchmarks in DSPstone and MiBench, respectively.

The reason of the expansion is that our technique may use more than one register operation to replace one redundant load operation. However, in our technique, the code size expansion is controlled by the maximum number of delays that determines the maximum number of register operations used to replace one redundant load operation. In the experiment, the maximum number of delays is set as 4. Therefore, the code size expansion is very small. With such small code size expansion, our technique is suitable for embedded systems.
2) RPMS_CP_REALM vs. REALM: In this section, we compare the average performance speedup results achieved by the baseline scheme of IMPACT, our REALM technique with conventional modulo scheduling (REALM_MS) and our RPMS_CP_REALM technique using the configurations of 16, 32 and 64 registers. The speedup numbers are normalized based on the results of the baseline scheme in IMPACT. The results for the benchmarks of DSPstone and MiBench are shown in Figures 9 (a) and (b), respectively.

The results show that our REALM technique achieves bigger performance improvements with more register resources. And our practical RPMS_CP_REALM technique, that combines software pipelining and REALM, performs better than using REALM as it reduces register requirements. Compared with the REALM technique, for DSPstone, with the configurations of 16, 32 and 64 registers, our RPMS_CP_REALM technique contributes to an average of 2%, 4% and 6% performance improvement, respectively; For MiBench, with the configurations of 16, 32 and 64 registers, on average, our RPMS_CP_REALM technique achieves 2%, 3% and 4% performance improvement, respectively. Based on the experimental results, we conclude that our RPMS_CP_REALM technique is the best with limited register resources.

The reasons of the performance improvement achieved by RPMS_CP_REALM over REALM are as follows. First, the critical path of the loop is changed as redundant load operations along critical path with minimum cost are replaced. Second, with lower increment of register replace requirements and reduced register lifetime, the extra code spilling that may degrade performance during register allocation is alleviated.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed the machine-independent loop optimization technique REALM to eliminate redundant load operations of loops for DSP applications. In our approach, we built the data-flow graph by exploiting the loop-carried dependencies among memory operations. Based on the constructed graph, we performed code transformation to eliminate redundant loads. Finally, we proposed a practical algorithm to reduce register pressure and improve performance by combining software pipelining and REALM. We implemented our techniques into IMPACT [2] and Triman [38], and conducted experiments using a set of benchmarks from DSPstone [40] and MiBench [41] based on the cycle-accurate simulator of Triman [38]. The experimental results showed that our technique significantly reduces the number of memory accesses compared with classical optimizations [1]-[4].

There are several directions for future work. First, registers are critical resources in embedded systems. How to combine our techniques, instruction scheduling, and register life-time analysis together to effectively reduce memory accesses under tight register constraints is one of the future work. Second,
Fig. 9. Average performance speedup of REALM and RIMS_CP_REALM with 16 registers, 32 registers and 64 registers for the benchmarks from (a) DSPStone; (b) Millicast.

our techniques currently work well for DSP applications with simple control flow. How to extend our approaches to general-purpose applications with complicated control branches is another important problem of the future work. Third, in embedded systems, energy and thermal are important issues. How to evaluate the energy consumption of our techniques, and how to combine our techniques with efficient energy optimization techniques are important problems we need to investigate in the future.
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